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Executive Summary
Shingle beaches provide a vital element of the flood and coastal erosion defences
along the Eastbourne frontage. The monitoring and management of this asset is
therefore crucial to the successful and sustainable delivery of flood and coastal erosion
protection.
The condition and performance of different beach sections are currently monitored
through the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme. This report evaluates
changes along the coastline over the period June 2007 to July 2008 and makes
comparisons to previous surveys conducted since the outset of the project in 2003. The
key findings are listed below;
•

A net loss of 10,053m³ was observed along the Eastbourne frontage between
2007 and 2008 - since the beginning of the project the overall loss in this entire
frontage is 87,800m3.

•

In contrast to the previous period, this frontage has seen some stabilisation or
even reverses in previous erosion trends. Redistribution of material across the
beach face is evident along most of the frontage, particularly at the berm and
lower beach face.

•

Tidal surges (at Newhaven) exceeded 0.5m during the three highest storms,
with a similarly large surge (~0.8m) as accompanied the highest storm in the last
reporting year.

•

It has been agreed that a review of the design profiles and warning levels is
required before appropriate analysis can be conducted regarding the profile
performance.

•

Currently, there is no recycling in this area but the Environment Agency’s
Pevensey PFI Contractor carries out coastal recycling under an agreement
between the EA and Sovereign Harbour Ltd. This occurs beyond the boundaries
defined for this report but may still affect the material available during periods of
reversed (east-west) littoral transport.

•

The rock revetment in analysis section 1 should be monitored in future reports to
identify any potential development of a permanent scouring trend.

•

Given the small amount of material that feeds into the frontage from around
Beachy Head it is likely that erosion will continue on this section of coastline into
the future, although in varying directional trends. Any renourishment projects
should concentrate on the western end of the frontage.

It is important to recognise the inconsistency in short-term trends. As with many coastal
areas a lot of annual variability is expected, thus drawing conclusions with increased
confidence will become possible as more data is collected, with regards annual losses,
net sediment drift and erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
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1.0 Introduction
As part of the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Project the beach has been
surveyed three times a year since the summer of 2003 with land based GPS
techniques. These comprise biannual profile surveys and an annual beach plan survey,
full details of which can be found in the explanatory notes (Annex A). In addition to this
a bathymetric surveys of the adjacent seabed were conducted in 2003 and 2006. The
location of the frontage is shown in Figure 1.1, this includes the location of tide and
wave gauges in the southeast region.
This report covers the changes in beach topography between the 2007 summer Beach
Management Plan (BMP) survey and the most recent 2008 survey. A previous report
(BMP50, 2007) covers the observed changes between the 2006 and 2007 summer
BMP surveys.

1.1

Management Unit 29: Eastbourne

The 6km long shingle beach from Holywell to Langney Point outfall defines the
boundaries for the extent of this report, which encompasses Management Unit (MU) 29.
The management unit is divided into numbered survey sections. These sections will be
discussed in further detail below and can be seen numbered in Figures 3.1 – 3.3.
The frontage in this region faces southeast and is predominantly sheltered from the
south-westerly waves. However, this area is the location for the largest waves in the
area due to the diffraction caused by Beachy Head. The net sediment drift for the area
is known to be from the southwest to the northeast. On occasion when easterly waves
are dominant, the net drift direction can alter in localised areas causing variation in the
littoral transport.
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Figure 1.1: Site Location and Wave/Tide Gauges
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2.0 Surveys
All topographic and bathymetric surveys are referenced to a Global Positioning System
(GPS) control grid, established for this programme, and conducted according to the
current Environment Agency’s National Specification, summarised in the Explanatory
Notes (Annex A).

2.1

Topographic

The schedule of completed surveys since the start of the Regional Monitoring
Programme is given in Table 2.1. Note management unit boundaries were modified in
2007; MU29 replaces MU1 and the southern half of MU2.
Digital Ground Models of the 2008 Beach Management Plan topographic survey are
shown in Annex B, superimposed upon the ortho-rectified aerial photographs from
2005. The method used for deriving Digital Ground Models is given in the Explanatory
Notes (Annex A).
Table 2.1: Schedule of Topographic Surveys

Management Unit 29
Profile

Beach Plan

11/10/2003

11/10/2003

Post-storm

Bathymetric
23/08/2003 (MU2)
17/09/2003 (MU1)

01/11/2003
26/11/2003
20/04/2004
26/06/2004 (MU2)
21/06/2004 (MU1)
30/11/2004 (MU2)
01/12/2004 (MU1)
10/03/2005 (MU2)
11/03/2005 (MU1)
26/07/2005(MU2)
03/07/2005 (MU1)
30/11/2005 (MU1 & MU2)

21/06/2004 (MU2)
22/08/2004 (MU1)

26/07/2005 (MU2)
31/07/2005 (MU1)

08/12/2005
09/04/2006 (MU1)
20/04/2006 (MU2)
26/04/2006 (MU2)
27/04/2006 (MU1)
27/09/2006 (MU1)
04/10/2006 (MU2)
08/12/2006 (MU1)
09/12/2006 (MU2)
22/02/2007 (MU29)
17/07/2007 (MU29)
27/10/2007
11/02/2008
08/06/2008

27/09/2006 (MU1)
04/10/2006 (MU2)

17/07/2007 (MU29)

08/06/2008
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2.2

Bathymetric

A schedule of surveys since the start of the Regional Monitoring Programme is given in
Table 2.2. Contour Maps of the latest survey are available upon request.
Table 2.2: Schedule of Bathymetric Surveys

Management Unit 29
Date

Line Spacing

Distance Offshore

23/08/2003 (MU2)
17/09/2003 (MU1)
09/04/2006 (MU1)
20/04/2006 (MU2)

50m
50m
50m
50m

1,000m
1,000m
1,000m
1,000m
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3.0 Analysis
3.1

Difference Models

Now that the 2008 beach management plan data set has been compiled, it is possible
to overlay the results of the survey with the previous years data (2007). This enables
comparative volumetric analysis to be undertaken to determine change over a given
period. Through the use of three dimensional ground models and the ortho-rectified
aerial photographs it is possible to create a visual interpretation of the volumetric
change that has occurred during each analysis period.
Plate 1 (1-10) shows the difference models generated from the summer 2008 survey
minus the Summer 2007 survey, with negative values (red) representing erosion that
has occurred during that past period and positive values (blue) accretion, note that
0.25m difference in elevation is considered as “no change”. Whilst these figures show
an overall change in beach volume within each discrete ‘survey cell’, it should be
recognised that the data is based on the beach management survey which is
undertaken annually. It is therefore only a snapshot in time and the particular dynamics
of each frontage need to be considered. This will ensure that the information shown in
the difference models represents the net change rather than capturing a particular
extreme variation caused by a large event.

3.2

Profile Evolution

To ensure that the results from the difference models are representative of net change
rather than a particular event that may have been captured by the survey, the beach
profiles have been cross referenced with the profile-only surveys carried out on an
biannual basis. This then gives an indication of the beach variability over three time
steps in each individual year. Profiles also provide important information about the
change in beach shape/gradient that is not always apparent from difference models.
The following section of the report contains a narrative summarising the changes that
have taken place over the last year, as part of this exercise hypotheses regarding the
processes driving these changes are made. This has been carried out for a number of
locations along the frontage, with survey sections organised into groups that have
undergone similar erosion and deposition patterns. Where appropriate profile plots have
been included to illustrate any significant change.
A Cross-Sectional Area (CSA) has been calculated for all beach profiles. This is
calculated as the area of profile above a Master Profile. In general, the lower boundary
of the Master Profile is the transition between the beach material and the foreshore.
The landward boundary is the seawall or, where a hard structure is not present, the
landward extent of the stable part of the beach. The Master Profile is held constant for a
given profile line and therefore the changes in CSA through time can be derived.

5
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3.3

Management Unit 29

The management unit is split into 95 survey cells, typically bounded by groyne
structures, depicted in Figure 3.1 – 3.3. To aid purposeful analysis these survey cells
have been grouped into sections reflecting changes in beach configuration and/or the
presence of terminal structures, analysis sections used in previous reports were
considered too large to give appropriate detailed information of current frontage
conditions. Detailed analysis for each section is provided on the following pages.
Table 3.1 provides a summary of volume change within each survey cell during the
period between the 2007 and 2008 summer surveys.
Table 3.1: MU29 - Summary of Erosion/Accretion Totals

Section

Cells

Survey
Area

Error
Estimate*

Erosion/Accretion
(2007 to 2008)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1-3
4-6
7-17
18-35
36-44
45-52
53-61
62-67
68-74
75-85
86-89
90-95

20,536m³
22,490m³
63,555m³
113,675m³
92,182m³
61,164m³
49,699m³
39,924m³
47,684m³
68,376m³
24,457m³
28,008m³

± 554m³
± 607m³
± 1,716m³
± 3,069m³
± 2,489m³
± 1,651m³
± 1,342m³
± 1,078m³
± 1,287m³
± 1,846m³
± 660m³
± 756m³

-384m³
-1,066m³
-2,898m³
633m³
-1,608m³
-4,676m³
-232m³
2,235m³
-3,501m³
87m³
3,637m³
-2,280m³

Total

1-95

631,750m³

-

-10,053m3

* Error estimates are calculated as the survey area multiplied by a ± 30mm error margin, although
unlikely the error of combined surveys can be up to double this figure
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Figure 3.1: Management Unit 29 Beach analysis sections (Southwest)
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Figure 3.2: Management Unit 29 Beach analysis sections (Centre)
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Figure 3.3: Management Unit 29 Beach analysis sections (Northeast)
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3.3.1
.3.1 Section 1: Cells 1-3
There was a 384m³ loss of material from Section 1, likely due to a combination of
negligible littoral transport and the smaller groyne size relative to the rest of the
management unit. The revetment in Cell 3 is providing protection from erosion
immediately backshore and to the east of the structure. The difference model also
indicates erosion occurring beyond the limit of the polygon, along the backshore. Scour
continues to occur south and west of the revetment. However, overall this section has
experienced negligible change over the reporting period (Figure 3.4).
4c01857

Figure 3.4: Profile 4c01857 (Cell 2) indicates negligible change during 2007-2008

3.3.2 Section 2: Cells 4-6
The section has lost of 1,066m³ of beach material over the past year. In a reversal from
2006-2007 trends, erosion is evident on the north-eastern side of the groyne bays, with
accretion forming in the south west. However, net sediment drift changes have
alternated between erosion and deposition on an annual basis, probably due to variable
littoral transport, placing the 2007-2008 loss at a similar level as previous fluctuating
annual trends.
Volume changes tend to occur at the edge of groyne bays, so are not represented in
the beach profiles (Figure 3.5), which are located in the centre of groyne bays.
However, the berm loss may represent a redistribution of material onto the lower beach
face.
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4c01853

Figure 3.5: Profile 4c01853 (Cell 5) is up to 15m onshore of the design profile

3.3.3 Section 3: Cells 7-17
In Section 3, erosion occurs in the east of groyne bays and along the upper beach. This
has led to a net loss of 2,898m³ of beach material in 2007-2008 (Figure 3.6). Overall
losses are, again, probably the result of changing coastline orientation and restricted
littoral transport from the west. Figure 3.6 also shows that material removed from the
crest has been drawn down, creating a berm on the beach face.
4c01843

Figure 3.6: Profile 4c01843 (Cell 12) illustrating beach material redistribution and berm growth
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3.3.4 Section 4: Cells 18-35
Accretion is the main coastal process in Section 4, although with a net gain of 633m³
over the current reporting period it hasn’t caused significant change. Cells 30-34 in the
east of the section indicate an increase in accretion in the west of the groyne bays
across the upper beach face. The source of beach material gained in this section is
most likely that transported from Section 3.

3.3.5 Section 5: Cells 36-44
The coastline in Section 5 changes its orientation to the northeast of the Wish Tower,
which appears to cause the rate of erosion to increase (1,608m3), when compared to
Section 4. Cells 41-44 exhibit erosion across the berm and back beach, increasing in
magnitude in an easterly direction. However, in contrast to the previous year, this
section shows a reduced erosive trend, especially within Cells 38-40. Figure 3.7 shows
Profile 4c01806 in Cell 40, which has recovered from the greatest loss in this section
during the 2006-2007 reporting period. Although an erosive trend is dominant across
this section, there is little evidence that material is actually being lost from the groyne
bays. From the profiles, it is evident that material is being redistributed across the
beach, particularly at the berm, and erosion/accretion levels are fluctuating annually as
with the rest of this coastline. Eastbourne Pier, which is within this section, does not
seem to have a significant effect on the general pattern of erosion and deposition
through this section.
4c01806

Figure 3.7: Profile 4c01806 (Cell 40) shows some redistribution of material at the upper beach face
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3.3.6 Section 6: Cells 45-52
When compared with the previous reporting period, the 2007-2008 difference model
highlights a shift in erosion trends, from almost exclusively along the berm and beach
toe to both the berm and eastern beach face of all the groyne bays. A reduction in
erosion at the toe of the beach, except in Cells 51 and 52, has led to an overall
decrease in erosion across this section with losses of 4,676m3 over this period.
Although this is a reduction on 2006-2007 (loss of 7,575m3), this section was the most
erosive in 2007-2008. As Figure 3.8 indicates, much of this can be attributed to a shift in
material from the beach crest to the lower beach face. This suggests that much of the
erosion is probably due to material redistribution rather than loss from the groyne bays.
The foreshore has remained relatively stable over this period.
4c01797

Figure 3.8: Profile 4c01797 (Cell 46) indicates losses of material across the berm and gains at the
upper and lower beach face

3.3.7 Section 7: Cells 53-61
The coastline across Section 7 begins to curve eastwards at its mid-section, effectively
sheltering Cells 58-60 and promoting accretion. However, in contrast to the 2006-2007
data, erosion is now the prevailing trend with a loss of 232m3 during the current
reporting period. There have generally been losses of material over the beach face at
the eastern side of most of the groyne bays. Pockets of accretion are found in the west
of most cells. Figure 3.9 (Profile 4c01793 in Cell 57) shows loss of material across the
beach face and out of the groyne bay, perhaps aiding accretion in Cells 58-60.
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4c01783

Figure 3.9: Profile 4c01793 (Cell 57) shows losses of material across the beach face

3.3.8 Section 8: Cells 62-67
Section 8 has seen a gain in material of 2,235m3 over the current reporting period.
Again, accretion is evident in the west of the groyne cells and erosion to the east, with
the majority of erosive activity being seen along the berm and beach face. Material has
been redistributed across the berm, either shifting up beach or further down onto the
beach face, but has not ultimately been lost. However, there is some evidence of
material loss across the lower beach face, either through loss from the groyne bays or
due to redistribution further up the beach face.
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4c01774

Figure 3.10: Profile 4c01774 (Cell 65) shows the beach face over 10m beyond the design profile

3.3.9 Section 9: Cells 68-74
Erosion in Section 9 has shifted from the previous dominant pattern across the upper
beach face to the eastern beach face within groyne cells. Between Cells 70-74 there is
also evidence of erosion across the upper beach face, but to a lesser degree than
2006-2007 levels. The total loss for this section over the current reporting period is
3,501m3.
4c01766

Figure 3.11: Profile 4c01766 (Cell 72) showing some redistribution and loss of material across the
beach face
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3.3.10 Section 10: Cells 75-85
In contrast to a substantial loss during 2006-2007 (10,739m3), this section has shown a
net gain of only 87m3 over the current reporting period. This is the first year to record a
net gain over this section, although the actual amount is not significant. The profiles
indicate that much of this net gain is due to higher accretion rates across the beach
face in the eastern half of this section, balanced (but not exceeded by) an erosive trend
in the western half of this section.
4c01755

Figure 3.12: Profile 4c01755 (Cell 80) shows some berm loss but material gain across the lower
beach face

3.3.11 Section 11: Cells 86-89
Accretion has dominated this section with a net gain of 3,637m3 over the 2007-2008
reporting period. Accretion is predominant across the berm, as illustrated in Figure 3.13,
and also across the west of the beach face. Small areas of erosion are apparent in the
east at the lower beach face.
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4c01745

Figure 3.13: Profile 4c01745 (Cell 89) shows a growth in berm width and some loss at the lower
beach

3.3.12 Section 12: Cells 90-95
The difference model indicated that in general, erosion increases eastwards across
Cells 90-95. This current reporting period shows a net loss of material of 2,280m3 with
Cells 92 and 94 showing the highest levels of erosion. Unlike the previous period where
accretion occurred across the beach face, especially in Cell 95, this year erosion has
occurred in a similar pattern to much of MU29, indicating that the groyne bays and
Langney Outfall (a terminal structure) have not aided the retention of material.
Additionally, some material may be lost as part of the Environment Agency scheme to
bypass material that builds up against the outfall to the other side of Sovereign Harbour,
in order to maintain the natural movement of shingle along this frontage.
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3.4

Long Term Summary

Eastbourne frontage has been a net exporter of beach material since monitoring began
in 2003 (Table 3.2). The net loss of material during the reporting period 2007-2008 was
10,053m³.
Although material is redistributed, and eventually lost from groyne bays, not all the net
loss volumes calculated can be attributed to loss of material out of MU29 entirely. Storm
events (five over the current reporting period) also play a significant role in either
removing material from sections entirely or redistributing material within.
There have been fluctuations in accretion and erosion over the majority of the analysis
sections. This year has demonstrated the annual fluctuations in net material transport
directions that have already been seen in previous years. Large volume changes in the
first year of monitoring 2003-2004 (southern sections) and 2006-2007 (northern
sections) skew the total net changes for each section.
The survey cells to the southwest of the Langney outfall initially show large levels of
accretion between 2003-2005, however in the last three years erosion has become
dominant. This may be a stabilising action after two years of relatively high accretion.
Nevertheless, Section 12 remains the only section showing a net gain since monitoring
began in 2003.

Table 3.2: Beach Volume Change Summary (2003 - 2008)

Section

Volume (m3)

Cell

2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1-3
4-6
7-17
18-35
36-44
45-52
53-61
62-67
68-74
75-85
86-89
90-95

Total

Total

-622
-1,227
-3,128
-9,903
-2,618
-4,798
-3,624
-8,737
1,495
-2,021
1,471
9,272

41
658
1,224
2,060
-3,078
4,723
-2,392
233
-4,608
-4,591
-704
6,065

33
-206
-835
-607
-4,145
1,548
-824
-1,555
-349
-2,170
-1,878
-65

-468
1,598
-4,445
4,038
-9,157
-7,575
3,145
-6,447
-4,622
-10,739
-3,682
-3,531

-384
-1,066
-2,898
633
-1,608
-4,676
-232
2,235
-3,501
87
3,637
-2,280

-1,400
-243
-10,082
-3,779
-20,606
-10,778
-3,927
-14,271
-11,585
-19,434
-1,156
9,461

-24,440

-369

-11,053

-41,885

-10,053

-87,800
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4.0 Wave Climate
This reporting year was less stormy than the previous year, both in terms of storm
magnitude and frequency, though it remained significantly stormier than prior to 2006.
Storms were concentrated between November and March.
The storm of 10 March 2008, which affected much of the south coast, was
accompanied by a storm surge of 0.80m at Newhaven and coincided with nearequinoctial spring tides (tidal elevation reached 3.7 OD). However, although this was
the most significant event of the year for much of the south coast, it was only the
second highest of the reporting year at Pevensey Bay. From the 5 years worth of
measurements, there is now sufficient evidence to suggest that this site seldom
experiences the long period Atlantic swell which is regularly measured at the wave sites
further west (including Rustington), and hence wave conditions at Pevensey Bay are
dominated by in situ, wind-driven waves associated with the passage of low pressure
systems. During this reporting year, storm peak wave periods, Tp, remained less than
10s.
Tidal surges (at Newhaven) exceeded 0.5m during the three highest storms, with a
similarly large surge (~0.8m) as accompanied the highest storm in the last reporting
year. This, again, is in contrast to years prior to June 2006, when storms surges were
generally negligible.
A detailed analysis of the wave climate for July 2007 to June 2008 is given in Annex C.
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5.0 Storm events
There were five storm events during the reporting period that exceeded the storm
threshold of 3m. These occurred on 8th December 2007, 9th January 2008, 15th January
2008, 31st January 2008 and 10th March 2008. The largest recorded significant wave
height (Hs) was 3.96m and occurred during the 15 January 2008 storm. No post storm
surveys were able to be carried out.

Figure 5.1: Monthly time series of Hs at Pevensey Bay

Blue Line –
Red Line –
Green Line –

Significant wave Height (Hs)
Storm Threshold (3m)
Post Storm Survey

As no post storm observations were made it is difficult to draw any conclusions as to
the effect these storms may have had. However, the February 2008 Spring profiles do
indicate that material was lost during the stormy December to February period, most
likely significantly due to the cumulative January storms, but that this loss had either
largely or significantly recovered by the summer and autumn surveys.
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6.0 Performance Overview
6.1

Critical Beach Conditions

Following discussion with the frontage manager (06/11/2007) it has been agreed that a
review of the design profiles and warning levels is required before appropriate analysis
can be conducted.

7.0 Coastal works
7.1

Recycling

There was no recycling carried out in MU29 during the current reporting period.
However, there is a scheme with potential impact beyond the MU29 boundaries in
MU27, to the east. The Environment Agency’s Pevensey PFI Contractor carries out
coastal recycling under an agreement between the EA and Sovereign Harbour Ltd.
Shingle that accumulates above a certain level against the southwest harbour arm of
Sovereign Harbour is bypassed by road to the eastern side of the entrance to the
harbour to Pevensey Bay. This procedure generally takes place twice a year, during
spring and winter. This recycling would greatly reduce the possibility of reverse littoral
transport northeast to southwest around the Langney outfall.
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8.0 Conclusion
There is a general trend of net sediment loss, although the year on year rate is highly
variable. This may be due to annual fluctuations in specific environmental conditions
such as dominant wave direction, or coincidental environmental conditions such as tidal
height and storm strength having a strong effect on littoral transport.
The beach plan data shows a net loss of 10,053m³ of beach material from the
Eastbourne frontage over this current period, a quarter of the losses of the previous
year. The majority of these losses occurred along the upper beach/beach crest, largely
due to a redistribution of material to further down the beach face. Increases in berm
height and width are apparent in the western part of this frontage whilst more
redistribution and losses are shown in the profiles over eastern sections. Although there
were five storm events during the reporting period that exceeded the storm threshold of
3m, it is difficult to determine the principle agent of erosion as it was not possible to
carry out post-storm surveys.
The restrictive effects of Beachy Head and Sovereign Harbour recycling on littoral
transport, suggests that there is likely to be a net loss of material in this area in the
future. The levels of loss appear to depend on the relative strength of destructive or
constructive events during the reporting cycle, rather than prevalent and/or increasing
trends in littoral transport.
It is currently impractical to assign a level of significance to the erosion and deposition
within the sub-units of Management Unit 29, as the design profiles have been deemed
inappropriate. For example a large area of erosion may not necessarily be classified as
a significant change if levels remain above the design profiles.
It is important to recognise the inconsistency in short-term trends. As with many coastal
areas a lot of annual variability is expected, thus drawing conclusions with increased
confidence will become possible as more data is collected, with regards annual losses,
net sediment drift and erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in Autumn 2008 and Spring 2009,
in addition storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have
significantly affected the frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the
spring profile survey, with the next BMP report scheduled for after completion of the
Summer 2009 beach plan survey. All historic monitoring data is available on the
website (www.channelcoast.org), future surveys will be obtainable after satisfying the
projects quality assurance procedures.
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Profile Location Diagram
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